
The Head of Marketing will build and execute the digital strategy for Jenah St., 
specifically the brand’s digital presence. She/ he will be driving purchases 
through the use of all available digital technologies and emerging platforms, 
with a strong focus on the key business metrics impacting traffic, retention, 
engagement and site conversion. The candidate should have a strong 
understanding of e-commerce, conversion and fall out in the transactional path 
of the customers. 

He/she will lead the digital revenue stream of the business and expand the 
consumers’ positive experience with the brand using a 360 degrees approach. 

Therefore a constant “testing mindset” on campaigns, design, UX and 
content to drive conversion will be key, along with a close monitoring of 
the progress route the brand is undertaking.

Head of  (Digital) Marketing

About Jenah St.
At Jenah St. we combine luxury fashion with a sustainable supply chain. Thanks 
to a direct-to-consumer approach, a wider audience is able to access durable 
vegan handbags at a fair price. Our goal is to bring more consciousness into 
luxury fashion consumption. 

Responsibilities Requirements
✴ Own, develop, and execute the digital strategy to 

increase quality traffic and engagement for 
customers to become passionate brand advocates, 
while driving category purchases and drive 
exponential growth in revenue; 

✴ Participate in leading the CXP, website content, 
transactional path, community development; 

✴ Leverage and execute digital communications - 
Social, Adwords and CRM - to improve conversion;  

✴ Own the digital experience, by closely monitoring the 
progresses and tests in order to grow from a solid 
baseline.

✴ Proven track record of scaling a brand or digital 
product through online marketing and delivering 
outstanding growth. 

✴ Data-driven who can turn insights into actionable 
growth initiatives. 

✴ Strong experience with Adwords, Facebook Ads 
Manager and A/B testing platforms.

Salary and perks to be discussed
Send your application to hello@jenah-st.com


